
2022 Ohio Rostered Ministers Gathering 

Ministry in a House Divided 

Resource List 

Thank you for participating in the 2022 Ohio Rostered Ministers Gathering! During the event, 

we invited people to share resources relevant to the topics addressed by Dr. Leah Schade and 

Braver Angels. We are thankful to our presenters for what they shared and the conversation that 

followed. 

 

You will find below resources that were shared in the Zoom chat. On the pages that follow, you 

will find an annotated resource list from Dr. Schade and the resources identified by Braver 

Angels. You will find some resources on more than one list. 

 

 

Whitehead, Andrew L. & Perry, Samuel L. Taking America Back for God: Christian 

Nationalism in the United States 

 

du Mez, Kristen Kobes. Jesus and John Wayne: How White Evangelicals Corrupted a Faith and 

Fractured a Nation 

 

Woodard, Colin. American Nations: A History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North 

America – on the origins of the "zones" 

 

Haidt, Jonathan. The Righteous Mind: Why Good People are Divided by Politics and Religion is 

an amazing book about how we form our moral beliefs, the differences between folks who lean 

conservative and liberal, and the reasons we think others are wrong and we're right.  Great 

insights about psychology and neurobiology.  Haidt's Moral Foundations Theory (info at 

www.moralfoundations.org) is really enlightening - that people prioritize different criteria when 

deciding what's right and wrong. 

 

After yesterday’s session I watched a new short (30 min) comedy routine on NETFLIX titled 

“Azim Ansari: Nightclub Comedian”. In this routine he directly addresses the issues and 

approaches to polarization lifted up in the Braver Angels workshop. 

 

A great resource to explore: www.colossianforum.org/politicaltalk/thank-you-church-leader 

 

There's a summary of Haidt's Moral Frameworks on www.moralfoundations.org, and here is a 

self-scorable questionnaire to see which ones a person emphasizes: 

https://moralfoundations.org/wp-content/uploads/files/MFQ30.self-scorable.doc 

 

 

http://www.moralfoundations.org/
http://www.colossianforum.org/politicaltalk/thank-you-church-leader
http://www.moralfoundations.org/
https://moralfoundations.org/wp-content/uploads/files/MFQ30.self-scorable.doc


TED Talk by Jonathan Haidt: The moral roots of liberals and conservatives 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs41JrnGaxc 

Psychologist Jonathan Haidt studies the five moral values that form the basis of our political 

choices, whether we're left, right or center. In this eye-opening talk, he pinpoints the moral 

values that liberals and conservatives tend to honor most. 

 

Living Lutheran has a podcast called "Three-Sides Podcast" which is monthly. It works off of the 

idea that there are always more than two-sides to a story. 

 

https://www.uhd.edu/academics/humanities/news-community/center-public-

deliberation/Documents/A-House-Divided-Issue-Guide-Digital-Version.pdf 

 

Parker, Priya. The Art of Gathering: How We Meet and Why It Matters 

 

McClure, John. The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Leadership & Preaching Meet 

 

A RESOURCE: Listen to the January podcast on “Working Preacher Books”, which is a 

discussion with Shauna Hannan, author of “The People’s Sermon: Preaching as a Ministry of the 

Whole Congregation”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs41JrnGaxc
https://www.uhd.edu/academics/humanities/news-community/center-public-deliberation/Documents/A-House-Divided-Issue-Guide-Digital-Version.pdf
https://www.uhd.edu/academics/humanities/news-community/center-public-deliberation/Documents/A-House-Divided-Issue-Guide-Digital-Version.pdf


RESOURCES FOR MINISTRY IN THE PURPLE ZONE 

Curated by Rev. Dr. Leah D. Schade 

lschade@lextheo.edu  

(Updated: 1/27/2022) 

 

Here is an annotated list of resources that can be helpful depending on what situation you find yourself in as a 

minister, preacher, or church leader wanting to address issues of public concern.  Each listing has a 

recommendation for what category of Prophet it would best serve.  Note that Robust Prophets can make use of 

any resource recommended for the Gentle or Invitational Prophet.  Here is a summary of the three categories as 

derived from the assessment instrument, “ASSESSMENT TOOL TO PREPARE FOR PROPHETIC 

MINISTRY” (contact Leah Schade at the email above for the tool). 

 

Gentle Prophet 

Used for a low-trust, high-stress context. Focuses on naming emotions and framing them biblically and 

theologically. Helps the congregation process inwardly so that they can take tentative steps outward. 

 

Invitational Prophet 

Used for a moderate-trust, moderately stressed context.  More flexibility and freedom to stretch the 

congregation with a challenging message but depends on the “temperature” of the topic (cool, warm, or 

hot). Focuses on moving beyond self-protection to listening to others, building bridges, finding common 

ground, and imagining possible next steps.   

 

Robust Prophet 

Used for a high-trust, low-stress context.  The preacher and congregation have a healthy sense of their 

identity as children of God, are less defensive, able to be humble, and are spiritually flexible.  Focuses 

on creative and concrete ways to be transformed by the gospel and make a difference in the world. 

 

Groups: 

 

Braver Angels: https://braverangels.org/  

They provide training, workshops, public forums, and consultations to help bring Americans together to 

bridge the partisan divide and strengthen our democratic republic.  They have special programing and 

resources for congregations. Useful for Gentle and Invitational Prophet 

 

Clergy Emergency League 

Co-founded by Rev. Dr. Leah Schade and Rev. Stephen Fearing, the Clergy Emergency League (CEL) is 

a grassroots network of more than 2,500 clergy across the United States. Founded in July 2020, we 

provide support, accountability, resources, and networking for clergy to prophetically minister in their 

congregations and the public square in this time of political upheaval, social unrest, and partisan 

division. The network recognizes that there are pastors in all three categories of Gentle, Invitational, 

and Robust Prophet. 

Clergy Emergency League website:  https://www.clergyemergencyleague.com/  

Clergy Emergency League Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/ClergyEmergencyLeague 

Clergy Emergency League Facebook Group*:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/3268854966534981  

 *Be sure to answer vetting questions to gain entrance. 

 

Kettering Foundation: https://www.kettering.org/ 

Nonprofit organization focusing on research about how to increase citizens’ capacity for  democracy 

and collectively address public issues affecting their lives, communities, and nation. Useful for the 

Invitational Prophet. 

 

  

mailto:lschade@lextheo.edu
https://braverangels.org/
https://www.clergyemergencyleague.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ClergyEmergencyLeague
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3268854966534981
https://www.kettering.org/


RESOURCES FOR MINISTRY IN THE PURPLE ZONE 

Curated by Rev. Dr. Leah D. Schade 
 

 

Websites: 

 

National Issues Forum Institute:  https://www.nifi.org/  

Provides nonpartisan issue guides on issues of public concern that can be used for deliberative 

dialogue. Useful for the Invitational Prophet. 

 

 

Baylor Public Deliberation Initiative:  https://www.baylor.edu/pdi/  

 Provides resources and training in deliberative dialogue for students, faith communities, and 

 churches. Useful for the Invitational Prophet. 

 

Books: 

 

Allen, Ronald J. and O. Wesley Allen, Jr. The Sermon without End: A Conversational Approach to Preaching. 

Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2015. 

 Helpful for understanding the homiletic theory behind preaching in the public sphere; also has 

 practical ideas for application.  Useful for Invitational Prophet. 

 

Allen, Ronald J., John S. McClure and O. Wesley Allen. Under the Oak Tree: The Church as Community of 

Conversation in a Conflicted and Pluralistic World. Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2013. 

Useful for all three categories.  Recommended chapters:  

1 [The Church as Community of Conversation] 

2 [The Minister as Conversation Partner] 

4 [Preaching as Conversation] 

10 [Social Witness as Conversation] 

 

Arbinger Institute. The Anatomy of Peace: Resolving the Heart of Conflict, Second Edition. Oakland, CA: 

Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015.   

Best-selling book using narrative and helpful visuals to transform the way we see conflict 

interpersonally and between groups. Good for book study with congregants. Helpful for all three 

categories of Gentle Prophet, Invitation Prophet, and Robust Prophet. 

 

Cressman, Lisa. The Gospel People Don’t Want to Hear: Preaching Challenging Messages. Minneapolis, MN: 

Fortress Press, 2020. 

Highly recommended for preachers in congregations that are resistant to prophetic preaching. Best for 

Gentle Prophet and Invitational Prophet.   

 

Day, Katie. Difficult Conversations: Taking Risks, Acting with Integrity. Alban Institute, 2001. 

 Short, easy-to-read book about how congregations can engage in conversation about difficult social 

issues.  Recommended for pastors and lay leaders to read and discuss together. Useful for Invitational 

Prophet. 

 

Denker, Angela. Red State Christians: Understanding the Voters Who Elected Donald Trump. Minneapolis, 

MN: Fortress Press, 2019. 

The author traveled the country and engaged in deep conversations with Trump voters.  Very 

illuminating for trying to understand what’s important to them and how to connect with them.  Good for 

helping progressive parishioners navigate relationships with conservative friends and family. Helpful 

for Gentle Prophet who is a blue dot in a sea of red. 

 

 

 

https://www.nifi.org/
https://www.baylor.edu/pdi/


RESOURCES FOR MINISTRY IN THE PURPLE ZONE 

Curated by Rev. Dr. Leah D. Schade 
 

 

 

Haidt, Jonathan. The Righteous Mind: Why Good People are Divided by Politics and Religion.  New York: 

Vintage Books, 2012. 

The author suggests that there is not just one way people decide what is right and wrong, but actually 

six moral frameworks.  The book is long but unpacks why people seem to talk past each other and how 

they can find common ground.  Useful for all three Prophets. 

 

Helsel, Carolyn. Anxious to Talk About It: Helping White Christians Talk Faithfully about Racism.  St. Louis, 

MO:  Chalice Press, 2017. 

If you want to start having conversations in your congregation about race, start here.  Good for book 

discussion groups in the church.  Useful for Gentle and Invitational Prophet. 

 

Helsel, Carolyn. Preaching About Racism: A Guide for Faith Leaders. St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2018. 

If you want to start (or further develop) preaching that addresses racism, this is the book for you.  Solid 

theology, homiletical grounding, and practical steps.  Useful for Gentle and Invitational Prophet. 

 

Kim-Cragg, HyeRan. Postcolonial Preaching: Creating a Ripple Effect. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2021. 

This is the first book on postcolonial preaching.  It’s more expensive because it’s an academic book, but 

her writing is very accessible and will give you new ideas to deconstruct the postcolonial 

presuppositions in your preaching.  There are also creative and engaging sermons that model each 

aspect of the “ripple” effect.  Applicable to all three Prophets. 

 

McClure, John S. The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Leadership and Preaching. Meet. Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 

1995. 

 The author encourages preachers to meet with laity to talk about a biblical text before  

 preaching on it and then to incorporate their insights in the sermon.  Practical, pastoral, and 

 profound.  Useful for Gentle and Invitational Prophet. 

 

McGhee, Heather.  The Sum of Us:  What Racism Costs Everyone, and How We Can Prosper Together. New 

York, NY: OneWorld, 2021. 

While this book isn’t about preaching, the insights from the author’s research can help clergy find the 

language of common ground when trying to preach about social issues – and not just racism, though 

that is the primary topic.  Different aspects of this book can be useful for all three Prophets. 

 

Rose, Lucy Atkinson. Sharing the Word: Preaching in the Roundtable Church. Louisville, KY: Westminster 

John Knox Press, 1997. 

Groundbreaking book for its time. Building on McClure’s The Roundtable Pulpit, the author explains 

how to expand the roundtable so that we hear from voices that often go unheard, silenced, or dismissed. 

Early chapters are heavy on homiletic theory. This book is good for Invitation and Robust Prophet. 

 Recommended Chapters:4 [Marginal Voices Crowd Around the Table]; 5 [The Conversation Broadens] 

   

Schade, Leah D. Preaching in the Purple Zone: Ministry in the Red-Blue Divide.  Rowman & Littlefield, 2019. 

This is the handbook for preaching that addresses social issues.  The “Five Paths to Prophetic 

Preaching,” the “dialogical lens,” the sermon-dialogue-sermon process, instructions for planning and 

moderating a deliberative dialogue, as well as case studies – it’s all in here. Useful for all three types of 

Prophet. 

 

  



RESOURCES FOR MINISTRY IN THE PURPLE ZONE 

Curated by Rev. Dr. Leah D. Schade 
 

 

Smith, Christine M. ed. Preaching Justice: Ethnic and Cultural Perspectives. Eugene, Oregon: Wipf and Stock 

Publishers, 1998. 

Though this is an older book, it’s still a great collection of essays about how to preach with other 

perspectives in mind, including race, ethnicity, LGBTQIA, and disability. Useful for Invitational and 

Robust Prophet. 

 

Snider, Phil, ed. Preaching as Resistance: Voices of Hope, Justice, & Solidarity. Saint Louis, Missouri: Chalice 

Press, 2018. 

This is a comprehensive collection of sermons and essays by a wide array of authors, preachers, and 

social activists.  This will give you lots of ideas for how to address sermons about social issues. Useful 

for Invitational and Robust Prophet. 

 

Sumney, Jerry L. The Politics of Faith: The Bible, Government, and Public Policy. Minneapolis, Minnesota: 

Fortress Press, 2020. 

This is a great book to use for a book study with laity because it lays out how the Bible is a “political” 

document in the sense that the authors addressed social issues of their day.  Very accessible, 

illuminating, and helpful for preaching as well. Good for Gentle and Invitational Prophet. 

 

Tisdale, Leonora Tubbs. Prophetic Preaching: A Pastoral Approach. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 

2004. 

Tisdale was one of the first to reckon with the challenges that preachers face when they try to address 

social issues.  Gives helpful, practical ideas for taking first steps toward prophetic preaching. Good for 

Gentle and Invitational Prophet 

 

Thomas, Frank A.  How to Preach a Dangerous Sermon. Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2018. 

   Surviving a Dangerous Sermon. Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 2020. 

   The God of the Dangerous Sermon.  Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 2021.  

This is Thomas’s trilogy for thinking through the reasons, process, and theology of preaching that 

addresses social issues with moral imagination.  This set will sustain you for a long time. Useful for 

Invitational and Robust Prophet. 

 

Voelz, Richard W. Preaching to Teach: Inspire People to Think and Act. Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2019. 

A helpful little volume that offers a different way to think about preaching that addresses social issues – 

approach them from a pedagogical perspective.  The author provides good theoretical grounding for his 

approach and many ideas for application in a preaching context. Helpful for Invitational Prophet. 

 



Depolarizing Within (Standard 

Online) 

 

DEPOLARIZING WITHIN: 

BECOMING A BETTER ANGEL IN YOUR OWN WORLD  

Presenters: 
Beverly Horstman (horstman.bev@braverangels.org) 

Eugene Rutz (rutzee@ucmail.uc.edu) 

 

 

READING LIST ON CONSERVATISM 
 

Magazines: The American Interest, The National Review, Commentary 

 

Columnists: 

 

● Wall Street Journal: Peggy Noonan 

● New York Times: David Brooks, Bret Stephens, Ross Douthat 

● Washington Post: Megan McArdle, George Will 

 

Books: 

. 

● Roger Scruton, Conservatism: An Invitation to a Great Tradition. St.  

Martin’s Press, 2017. 

● Jerry Muller, Conservativism: An Anthology of Social and Political Thought 

from David Hume to the Present. Princeton University Press, 2003. 

 

Also:   

 

Glenn Loury’s writings, blogs, and videos. Merton P. Stoltz Professor of the Social 

Sciences Brown Univ., African American. 

 

The Heterodox Academy blog on their website. Mixed political ac Brown 

academic group promoting free speech on campuses. 

 

Theflipside.io: Sends a daily email of curated news articles from left, center and 

right that have been vetted for newsworthiness to "burst your media bubble." 

 

Jonathan Haidt, The Righteous Mind: Why Good People are Divided by Politics 

and Religion.  New York: Vintage, 2008. Psychologist looking at the moral 

intuitions of liberals and conservatives.     



Depolarizing Within (Standard 

Online) 

 

 

READING LIST ON LIBERALISM  
 

 

Magazines: The New Republic, Nation, Atlantic  

 

Columnists:   

● New York Times:  Nicholas Kristof, Thomas Friedman 

● Washington Post: Richard Cohen, Eugene Robinson 

 

Books: 

● Helena Rosenblatt, The Lost History of Liberalism.  Princeton University 

Press, 2018. 

● Paul Starr, Freedom’s Power: The True Force of Liberalism.  Basic Books, 

2007. 

 

Also: 

 

The Heterodox Academy blog on their website. Mixed political academic group 

promoting free speech on campuses. 

 

Theflipside.io: Sends a daily email of curated news articles from left, center and 

right that have been vetted for newsworthiness to "burst your media bubble." 

 

Jonathan Haidt, The Righteous Mind: Why Good People are Divided by Politics 

and Religion.  New York: Vintage, 2008.  Psychologist looking at the moral 

intuitions of liberals and conservatives.    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


